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6.1 Introduction
Intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) are proteins that do not fold into a fixed
three-dimensional (3D) structure. Historically, structural biology has assumed that
protein structures tend to be stable in the living cell. Indeed, the “thermodynamic
hypothesis,” perhaps better known as Anfinsen’s Dogma, postulates that under physiological conditions, a protein will take on a unique and stable conformation (1). Solidstate structure determination methods such as X-ray crystallography and cryo-electron
microscopy have produced a wealth of solved 3D protein structures (2, 3). However, it
is often the case that sizable regions of structures from such methods are not resolved
at all. While there is plenty of work to be done on solely ordered proteins, IDPs cannot be safely ignored. In fact, it is estimated that 33.0% of eukaryotic proteins contain
disordered regions (4). It is also discussed that the fraction of disordered residues in
transcription factors, which play essential roles in the gene regulatory network of an
organism, has a positive correlation to the organism complexity measured as the number of cell types in that organism (5). Furthermore, IDPs are often hubs in the proteinprotein interaction (PPI) network: it is estimated that 15%–45% of all PPIs involve
IDPs (6). Additionally, fundamental cellular phenomena such as posttranslational
modification and alternative splicing are more common in disordered regions (7, 8),
and are important players in allosteric regulation (9). Thus, elucidating IDP interactions is necessary for advancing the understanding of cellular processes in organisms.
While solving such structures experimentally may be difficult, detecting disordered regions from a protein sequence is a well-studied problem. Methods such as
DISOPRED (10) detect disordered regions based on sequence profiles of proteins
with crystal structures containing disordered regions and secondary structure prediction confidence of the target sequence. Precomputed and preannotated databases
such as DisProt (11), D2P2 (12), and IDEAL (13) contain extensive disordered
region prediction information.
Intrinsically Disordered Proteins. https://doi.org/10.1016/B978-0-12-816348-1.00006-5
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The dynamics of IDPs have been actively studied. While structure determination
is challenging due to the tendency of IDPs to form transient interactions, NMR has
elucidated, for example, transient secondary and tertiary structures in the conformational ensembles of IDPs (14). On the computational side, molecular dynamics
force fields such as CHARMM36m (15), AWSEM-IDP (16), and ff14IDPSFF (17)
have been designed specifically for the simulation of IDPs. However, if the goal is to
computationally model a complex of an IDP with some binding partner, molecular
dynamics is not a computationally feasible route due to the simulation time required.
Rigid-body docking and template-based modeling are common approaches to modeling PPI structures, but the flexibility of IDPs precludes the immediate application
of rigid-body docking, and template-based modeling does not work without a clear
template. Coarse-grained and flexible docking approaches also exist, but they have
generally been developed and tested using 2–16 residue peptides versus the 10–70
residue IDPs that commonly participate in PPIs (18), and often require binding site
information. These shortcomings motivated our development of IDP-LZerD, the first
program capable of docking longer IDPs.
IDP-LZerD (19) is based on the dock-and-coalesce model of disordered PPIs
(20), wherein a small region of the IDP, possibly having already taken on secondary
structure, initially binds to the interaction partner, after which the rest of the bound
conformation forms. The first method of this sort, IDP-LzerD, combines fragment
picking, our protein-protein docking software, LZerD (21–23), and novel selection
heuristics to reliably model PPIs involving IDPs.

6.2 Methods
The basic flow of IDP-LZerD is that small fragments are generated, docked to the
receptor structure, combined based on their pairwise geometry, and finally refined
using molecular dynamics. The fragment generation and docking correspond to the
“dock” part of dock-and-coalesce while the combination and refinement correspond
to the “coalesce” part. The flow of IDP-LZerD is illustrated in Fig. 6.1.

6.2.1 Fragment generation
In the first stage of IDP-LZerD, fragments of the IDP structure must be generated.
IDP-LZerD uses the Rosetta fragment picker program (24) to generate fragments
using secondary structure prediction input from PSIPRED (25), JPRED (26), Porter
(27), and SSPro (28). The goal of incorporating secondary structure predictions is
to bias the secondary structure distribution of the generated fragments because it
is known that protein secondary structure can often be predicted well in IDPs (18).
The target sequence is divided into nine-residue windows with three-residue overlap,
and 30 fragments are generated for each window. Because the fragment picker only
outputs Cα atoms, full-atom models for each fragment are built using PULCHRA
(29) and OSCAR-star (30). The overall accuracy of modeling with IDP-LZerD depends partly on the quality of the secondary structure prediction. Note that although
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FIG. 6.1
Four steps in the IDP-LZerD algorithm. 1. fragment structure prediction, 2. fragment
docking, 3. path assembly, and 4. refinement. Steps 1 and 2 correspond to “dock” and
Steps 3 and 4 correspond to “coalesce.”
This figure is taken from Fig. 1 of the original IDP-LZerD paper (19) (available under the Creative Commons
CC0 public domain dedication).

in testing all methods predicted the same correct secondary structure 57% of the
time, at least one method predicted the correct secondary structure 86.1% of the
time. Naturally, the accuracy of fragment generation is also important. For the 30
fragments generated by the Rosetta fragment picker for each IDP window, the mean
backbone root mean square deviation (RMSD) to the native structure was 1.8 Å for
the training set and 1.6 Å for the testing set.

6.2.2 Fragment docking
Each generated fragment is docked to the receptor structure using our protein-
protein docking software, LZerD (21–23), which implicitly considers some flexibility through soft-shape representation. The top 50,000 output models are clustered
with an RMSD cutoff of 4.0 Å to eliminate redundant models and reduce the problem size, and cluster centers are chosen using the LZerD score, the scoring function
to select probable docking models by considering essentially surface shape matching. Subsequently, we used additional scoring functions that consider preferred residue and atom interactions in proteins to further narrow down candidate models.
ITScorePro (31), a potential derived from known protein tertiary structures, is used to
score the cluster centers, and the top 1000 models are retained, leaving 30,000 models per window. For each window, the 4,500 models with the lowest DI score, defined
as the ITScorePro Z-score plus the DFIRE (32) (another such potential) Z-score, are
retained. Multiple potentials are used to score models based on the effectiveness of
this strategy in other PPI modeling contexts (23). Thus, the individual binding affinities of the fragments are modeled. Using bound receptor structures (those taken from
experimental models where the IDP is present), the mean worst minimum L-RMSD
among all windows was 3.7 Å for the training set and 4.1 Å for the testing set. Using
unbound receptor structures (those taken from experimental models where the IDP is
not present), these were 4.4 Å and 4.3 Å, respectively.
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6.2.3 Fragment combination
In this step, one docked fragment model from each sequence window is combined
to make a full-length docked conformation of the IDP. This combination is called
a “path.” Distance and angle cutoffs heuristically determined from observations in
known protein structures in DisProt (11) are applied to prohibit the combination of
incompatible fragments, as illustrated in Fig. 6.2. Fragment model pairs that are too
close, that is, an atom distance less than 3 Å or a fragment midpoint distance less
than 6.5 Å for neighboring windows and 3.8 Å otherwise, are not combined. Pairs
impossibly far apart, indicated by a midpoint residue distance of more than 18.5 Å
times the difference in window number, are also not combined. Also, to ensure that
the refinement stage is able to generate realistic bond lengths and angles at fragment
boundaries, pairs must satisfy the following criteria: the overlap residue distance
(min. 5.2 Å, max. 13.6 Å), the overlap atom pair distances (max. 6 Å for all atoms or
10 Å for any atom), and the overlap angle (cos θ≥0.1 so that only smoothly connected
turns are included). Paths are constructed starting from the first sequence window:
initially, the set of paths is just the fragment models of the first window. Then, each
path in the set is combined with all fragment models from the next window that do
not violate any of the fragment pair constraints. The set of paths is then clustered
with a 4.0 Å RMSD cutoff. This cycle of extending and clustering is repeated until all
windows have been exhausted.

6.2.4 Path scoring
Now we select paths by a scoring function. Each path is evaluated by its Path Score,
which is designed to encode the binding affinity of the IDP to the receptor by

FIG. 6.2
Fragment geometry subject to cutoffs. Midpoint distance: between the Cα atoms of
the middle residues of two fragments; overlap distance: between the Cα atoms of the
residues before and after the overlapping residues; overlap pair distance: between the
corresponding N, Cα, Cβ, and C atoms of the three overlapping residues; overlap angle:
formed by the vectors from the N atom of the first overlapping residue to the C atom of the
third overlapping residue.
This figure is taken from Fig. 8 of the original IDP-LZerD paper (19) (available under the Creative Commons
CC0 public domain dedication).
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c ombining various knowledge-based and ensemble properties across all the fragments. The Path Score is defined as
S path = w5 ( w1Z ( SE ) + w2 Z ( SO ) + w3 Z ( − SC ) + w4 Z ( − S R ) )
+ (1 − w5 ) min {Z ( SE ) ,Z ( SO ) ,Z ( − SC ) ,Z ( − S R )}

where the energy score SE is the mean of the DI scores (as defined in the “Fragment
docking” section) of all fragment models in the path, which rewards high-affinity
binding sites for each fragment; the overlap score SO is the mean of the mean square
distance between the overlapping residues of consecutive fragments, which rewards
more contiguous paths; the cluster size SC is the number of paths in a cluster, which
rewards agreement with conformational consensus; and the receptor score SR is the
sum of Nop of all contacting residues of the path, where the Nop of a residue is the
number of paths contacting that residue (contact is defined as having any heavy atoms within 5.0 Å), which rewards agreement with binding site consensus. The last
term of the Path Score is intended to allow paths that score exceptionally well in one
of the constituent scores to rise in the ranking. The weights wi were trained to maximize the minimum recall as detailed in the IDP-LZerD paper. The top 1000 paths by
Path Score are retained for refinement.

6.2.5 Refinement
Without refinement, the models produced by IDP-LZerD would not be physical. In
fact, they would variously have clashes, broken bonds, and impossible torsion angles.
Molecular dynamics refinement is used to turn these models into something physically
plausible. The refinement is performed with molecular dynamics simulation using the
CHARMM potential (33) with the FACTS implicit solvation (34). During the initial
energy minimization, all receptor atoms are held fixed. First, the ligand is placed under a harmonic constraint. During energy minimization, progressively weaker ligand
constraints are applied. Next, minimization is performed with the constraints placed
only on the backbone atoms of the ligand. The final minimization round is minimization with no ligand constraints. Finally, the structure is equilibrated with fixed hydrogen covalent bond lengths, and a harmonic constraint on all Cα atoms.
The refined models are reranked using the Model Score, which is designed to aggregate the rankings from several protein model scoring functions. The Model Score
is defined as
Smodel = w5 ( w1Z ( ITScorePro ) + w2 Z ( DFIRE ) + w3 Z ( MolMech ) + w4 Z ( GOAP ) )
+ (1 − w5 ) min {Z ( ITScorePro ) ,Z ( DFIRE ) ,Z ( MolMech ) ,Z ( GOAP )}

where MolMech is a molecular mechanics score (35) and GOAP (36) is another statistical potential. The approach of combining several scoring functions has been successful in other PPI structure prediction contexts (23). The weights wi were trained
to minimize the mean rank of the first hit as detailed in the IDP-LZerD paper, where
hits are models that are “acceptable” or better according to the CAPRI protein docking evaluation criteria (Table 6.3) (37).
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6.3 Performance results summary
Tables 6.1 and 6.2 summarize prediction results on the data set from the original IDPLZerD paper (19). The various weights required by the IDP-LZerD scoring functions
were trained using the 14 complexes detailed in Table 6.1, and the resulting pipeline
was tested using the eight complexes detailed in Table 6.2. For both training and testing, a model was considered a hit if it was categorized as “acceptable” or better by
the CAPRI criteria (37). The CAPRI criteria (detailed in Table 6.3) are a measure of
PPI structure modeling based on fnat, the fraction of native residue contacts present in
the model; I-RMSD, the RMSD of the backbone of the native interface residues; and
L-RMSD, the RMSD of the ligand (which here is the IDP) to its native structure after
the receptor in the model has been superimposed to the native structure. The results
of the full modeling procedure, including fragment combination and refinement, are
summarized in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
Overall, IDP-LZerD was fairly successful in building correct models (i.e., acceptable quality models based on the CAPRI criteria and hits) in most of the target complexes. Moreover, the first hit usually has a reasonably accurate interface
with fnat much higher than the CAPRI-acceptable cutoff of 0.1. Of the training
targets (Table 6.1), IDP-LZerD only failed to generate hits for a single bound case
and three unbound cases. Of the testing targets (Table 6.2), hits were generated
for all cases except a single unbound case. Although these hits are not always
ranked in the top 10, the reliable presence of hits in the output reduces the IDP
structure modeling problem to model ranking. Hits were present in the top 10
ranked models for nine bound and six unbound training cases (Table 6.1) as well
as two bound and three unbound testing cases. Notable cases include both the
bound and unbound cases corresponding to proteinase A with protease A inhibitor 3 in the testing set, where IDP-LZerD produced both the first-ranked hits and
top 10-ranked CAPRI-medium models. Another notable case is the unbound case
corresponding to YopE chaperone SycE with the outer membrane virulence protein YopE in the testing set. Despite this IDP containing 69 residues, IDP-LZerD
generated a second-ranked hit. Overall, IDP-LZerD performed well even as the
IDP length increases.

6.4 Examples
In this section, we show several examples of the modeled disordered PPIs. The first
three examples of disordered PPI predictions were freshly computed for this chapter
while the latter three show models built for the original paper. In the first three examples, secondary structure predictions were taken from SPIDER3 (38), DeepCNF
(39), and DNSS (40) instead of the secondary structure prediction methods used in
the original work. As shown in the figures, for all the cases, IDP-LZerD was able to
build docking structures of IDPs in almost the correct conformations.

Table 6.1 Summary of Modeling Performance on the Training Set
Bound

Unbound

Protein Names

PDB ID

Len

RFH

fnat

PDB ID

RFH

fnat

MDM2 with P53
DRA/DRB5 with myelin basic protein
eIF4E with 4E-BP1
PKA C-alpha with PKI-alpha
CREB-binding protein with Transcriptional activator Myb
Actin, alpha skeletal muscle with Ciboulot, isoform A
Bcl2-L-1 with BAD
DNA-binding protein RAP1 with Regulatory protein SIR3
MAD homolog 2 with Madh-interacting protein
p300 HAT with Cbp/p300-interacting transactivator 2
Catenin beta-1 with Transcription factor 7-like 2
CREB-binding protein with HIF-1-alpha
Importin subunit alpha with Nucleoporin NUP2
BoNT/A with SNAP-25

1ycrA
1fv1AB
1wkwA
2cpkE
1sb0A
1sqkA
2bzwA
3owtAB
1devA
1p4qB
1jpwA
1l8cA
2c1tA
1xtgA

15
20
20
20
25
25
27
27
41
44
45
51
51
59

1
6
16
4
3
14
1
6
2
5
1
33
–
5

0.42
0.31
0.3l9
0.56
0.32
0.36
0.49
0.33
0.60
0.27
0.38
0.26
–
0.17

1z1mA
4ah2AB
1ipbA
1j3hA
4i9oA
1ijjA
1pq0A
3cz6AB
1khxA
1l3eB
2z6hA
1u2nA
1bk5A
1xtfA

6
1
53
15
136
9
–
52
16
3
2
16
–
–

0.13
0.40
0.24
0.17
0.18
0.55
–
0.13
0.22
0.25
0.23
0.32
–
–
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Bound indicates that the structure from PDB was solved with the IDP present. Unbound indicates that the structure from PDB was solved without the IDP
present. RFH: rank of first hit; fnat: fraction of native contacts present in the first acceptable hit. Len: length of the IDP. A “–” indicates that no hits were found
among the 1000 models generated. This table is a reduced version of Table 7 in the original IDP-LZerD paper (19) (available under the Creative Commons CC0
public domain dedication).
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Bound

Unbound

Protein Names

PDB ID

L

RFH

fnat

PDB ID

RFH

fnat

Peroxisomal membrane protein PEX14 with PTS1R
PCNA with cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitor 1
Activated RNA polymerase II transcriptional coactivator p15
with Tegument protein VP16
Saccharopepsin with Protease A inhibitor 3
Kelch-like ECH-associated protein 1 with NFE2-related factor 2
PP-1B with protein phosphatase 1 regulatory subunit 12A
PP-1G with IPP-2
YopE regulator with outer membrane virulence protein YopE

2w84A
1axcA
2pheAB

20
22
26

3
104
11

0.54
0.18
0.25

5aonA
1vymA
1pcfAB

6
81
15

0.19
0.17
0.29

1g0vA
3wn7A
1s70A
2o8gA
1l2wAB

31
35
39
40
69

1
111
252
17
321

0.65
0.15
0.31
0.32
0.25

1fmxA
1x2jA
4ut2A
1jk7A
1jyaAB

1
343
–
37
2

0.29
0.28
–
0.19
0.21

Bound indicates that the structure from PDB was solved with the IDP present. Unbound indicates that the structure from PDB was solved without the IDP
present. RFH: rank of first hit; fnat: fraction of native contacts present in the first acceptable hit. Len: length of the IDP. A “–” indicates that no hits were found.
This table is a reduced version of Table 8 in the original IDP-LZerD paper (19) (available under the Creative Commons CC0 public domain dedication).
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Table 6.2 Summary of Modeling Performance on the Test Set

6.4 
Examples

Table 6.3 The Four Quality Levels of Docking Models Used in the Critical
Assessment of Predicted Interactions (CAPRI) and Their Criteria
Quality

fnat

L-RMSD

High
Medium
Acceptable
Incorrect

≥0.5
≥0.3
≥0.1
<0.1

≤1.0
1.0 < x ≤ 5.0
5.0 < x ≤ 10.0

I-RMSD
or
or
or

≤1.0
1.0 < x ≤ 2.0
2.0 < x ≤ 4.0

fnat: the fraction of native contacts that is reproduced in a predicted docking model. Native contacts are
defined as pairs of residues from interacting proteins with any heavy atoms within 5.0 Å of each other.
L-RMSD: Ligand RMSD, the backbone (N, Cα, C, O) RMSD of the ligand (here a docked IDP) after
superimposition of a docking model to its native complex structure using the receptor structure. I-RMSD:
Interface RMSD, the backbone (N, Cα, C, O) RMSD of the interface residues. An interface residue is
defined as having any heavy atom within 10.0 Å of any heavy atom in a docked partner protein.
This table is taken from the Supplementary Table S1 of the IDP-LZerD paper (19) (available under the
Creative Commons CC0 public domain dedication).
From Peterson, L. X.; Roy, A.; Christoffer, C.; Terashi, G.; Kihara, D. Modeling disordered protein
interactions from biophysical principles. PLoS Comput. Biol. 2017, 13 (4), e1005485. Originally
adapted from Mndez, R.; Leplae, R.; De Maria, L.; Wodak, S. J. Assessment of Blind Predictions of
Protein-Protein Interactions: Current Status of Docking Methods. Proteins 2003, 52 (1), 51–67.

6.4.1 DRA/DRB5 with myelin basic protein (PDB code 1FV1)
The first example is two major histocompatibility complex class II chains complexed with
myelin basic protein, a 20-residue IDP, which was also part of the data set in the original work.
This complex is associated with susceptibility to multiple sclerosis (41). This final refined
model set contained 16 hits among the 1000 models generated based on the CAPRI criteria,
of which four were in the top 10 models by model score. The first-ranked model was the
highest-ranked hit, consistent with the original work where the sixth-ranked model was the
highest ranked hit. The five highest-ranked hits are shown with the native structure in Fig. 6.3.

6.4.2 PKA C-alpha with PKI-alpha (PDB code 2CPK)
The second example is the cAMP-dependent protein kinase catalytic subunit alpha
complexed with cAMP-dependent protein kinase inhibitor alpha, a 20-residue IDP,
which was also part of the data set in the original work. The final refined model set
contained six hits, although none were in the top 10 by model score. The 366thranked model was the highest-ranked hit in this run. The five highest-ranked hits are
shown with the native structure in Fig. 6.4.

6.4.3 PCNA with p15 (PDB code 4D2G)
The third example is the proliferating cell nuclear antigen complexed with PCNAassociated factor of 15 kDa, a 21-residue IDP; this IDP was not part of the original
data set, although another PPI involving PCNA was. P15 regulates DNA replication and repair by forming a complex with PCNA (42). The final refined model set
contained 147 hits, of which two were in the top 10 models by model score. The
seventh-ranked model was the highest-ranked hit. The five highest-ranked hits are
shown with the native structure in Fig. 6.5.
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FIG. 6.3
Five highest-ranked hits for DRA/DRB5 with myelin basic protein (PDB ID 1FV1).
Conformations are those ranked at 1, 2, 4, 5, and 7 by the scoring function. Gray: DRA/
DRB5 (receptor protein); green: native bound myelin basic protein; orange: IDP-LZerD
models of myelin basic protein. The extra-thick orange ribbon is the highest-ranked
IDP-LZerD hit (meeting the CAPRI criteria).

FIG. 6.4
Five highest-ranked hits for PKA C-alpha with PKI-alpha (PDB ID 2CPK). Score ranks of
the models are 366, 431, 647, 691, and 861. Gray: PKA C-alpha; green: native bound
PKI-alpha; orange: IDP-LZerD models of PKI-alpha. The extra-thick orange ribbon is the
highest-ranked IDP-LZerD hit.

6.4 
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FIG. 6.5
Five highest-ranked hits for PCNA with p15 (PDB ID 4D2G). Score ranks of the models are
7, 9, 12, 13, and 14. Gray: PCNA; green: native bound p15; orange: IDP-LZerD models of
p15. The extra-thick orange ribbon is the highest-ranked IDP-LZerD hit.

6.4.4 CREB-binding protein with HIF-1-alpha (PDB code 1L8C)
The latter three examples show docking with rather long IDPs of 51, 59, and 41 residues. This example is a CREB-binding protein with HIF-1-alpha, a 51-residue IDP.
HIF-1 mediates cellular response to hypoxia (43). The refined model set contained
99 hits, although none were in the top 10 by model score. The five highest-ranked
hits are shown with the native structure in Fig. 6.6. As shown, the long IDP wraps
around the receptor protein, which is well reproduced in the model.

6.4.5 BoNT/A with SNAP-25 (PDB code 1XTG)
This example is BoNT/A, a neurotoxin, with SNAP-25, a 59-residue IDP. The final refined model set contained seven hits, one of which was in the top 10 models
by model score. The five highest-ranked hits are shown with the native structure in
Fig. 6.7. Similar to models shown for other complexes, the models capture binding
sites on the receptor very well, which would be sufficient to understand the residuelevel interactions of these proteins.
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FIG. 6.6
Five highest-ranked hits for CREB-binding protein with HIF-1-alpha (PDB ID 1L8C). Score
ranks of the models are 33, 58, 63, 88, and 97. Gray: CREB-binding protein; green: native
bound HIF-1-alpha; orange: IDP-LZerD models of HIF-1-alpha. The extra-thick orange
ribbon is the highest-ranked IDP-LZerD hit. Because HIF-1-alpha wraps around the receptor
structure, the receptor is rendered partially transparent to show the entire binding pose.

6.4.6 MAD homolog 2 with SARA (PDB code 1DEV)
This example is MAD homolog 2 with SARA, a 41-residue IDP. SARA recruits
MAD homolog 2 for phosphorylation (44). The final refined model set contained six
hits, of which one was in the top 10 models by model score. The 5five highest-ranked
hits are shown with the native structure in Fig. 6.8. There is some discrepancy between the modeled IDP conformations and the correct structure (green) at the middle
of the IDP; the two ends of the IDP were well modeled.

6.5 Comparison with related methods
Several protein-peptide complex modeling methods exist that can model relatively
long peptides. For example, DynaDock (45) is a molecular dynamics-based method

6.5 
Comparison with related methods

FIG. 6.7
Five highest-ranked hits for BoNT/A with SNAP-25 (PDB ID 1XTG). Score ranks of the
models are 5, 11, 12, 16, and 25. Gray: BoNT/A; green: native bound SNAP-25; orange:
IDP-LZerD models of SNAP-25. The extra-thick orange ribbon is the highest-ranked
IDP-LZerD hit. Because SNAP-25 wraps around the receptor structure, the receptor is
rendered partially transparent to show the entire binding pose.

that requires the binding site as input, and was tested on peptides of up to 16 residues. AnchorDock (46) is another molecular dynamics-based method, but it does
not require binding site information. AnchorDock was tested on peptides of up to
15 residues. The Rosetta FlexPepDock ab initio protocol (47, 48) is a docking-based
method that requires binding site information, and was tested on peptides of up to
15 residues (although the web server will allow up to 30-residue queries). pepATTRACT (49) and CABS-dock (50) are both docking-based methods that do not require binding site information; both were tested on peptides of up to 15 residues.
However, none of these methods was designed to work with long IDPs.
These last two methods, pepATTRACT and CABS-dock, were compared with
IDP-LZerD (19). Only complexes where the peptide has at most 30 residues were
used because CABS-dock limits the query length to 30; this limitation reduced the
data set size to 11 bound and 11 unbound cases. Within the top 10 output models, CABS-dock had hits for six bound cases and four unbound cases while pepATTRACT had hits for three bound cases and one unbound case; IDP-LZerD had
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FIG. 6.8
Five highest-ranked hits for MAD homolog 2 with SARA (PDB ID 1DEV). Score ranks of
the models are 2, 15, 62, 85, and 107. Gray: MAD homolog 2; green: native bound SARA;
orange: IDP-LZerD models of SARA. The extra-thick orange ribbon is the highest-ranked
IDP-LZerD hit.

hits for seven bound and four unbound cases. Furthermore, while CABS-dock and
pepATTRACT found a hit within the top 10 for IDPs of up to 26 and 22 residues on
this data set, respectively, IDP-LZerD found such hits for the longest IDP in this data
set, which had 27 residues. Thus, IDP-LZerD is unique in its ability to dock long
IDPs and showed better performance than the two methods for IDPs of at most 30
residues.

6.6 Limitations of the current method
While IDP-LZerD outperforms other existing methods, it has limitations. Perhaps
the most obvious is that conformation changes in the receptor protein are not
modeled; LZerD’s soft surface representation can tolerate incorrect side chain
conformations and small backbone deviations, but they are not considered in a
way that permits large backbone changes at the interface to be modeled. Another
limitation is the assumption that all segments of the IDP bind to the receptor;
IDP-LZerD does not explicitly model disordered regions that “float” even when
the IDP is bound. A related issue is the presence of stable globular regions in an
otherwise disordered protein. IDP-LZerD assumes that the entire input sequence
is disordered.

References

6.7 Summary
In this chapter, we introduced the workflow of IDP-LZerD and several examples of
IDPs modeled with it. Although disordered PPI structures can be difficult to capture
from experimental data, they can be modeled by following the dock-and-coalesce
model using IDP-LZerD. Currently, IDP-LZerD may be limited by its assumption
that the entire IDP chain is disordered and has contact with the receptor in the bound
form, but it is nonetheless effective at predicting reasonably good PPI models. As
shown in the results from the original work and the freshly computed examples,
IDP-LZerD nearly always generates at least one hit, and is often able to raise hits to
the top 10 ranks.

6.8 Availability
LZerD is available for download at http://www.kiharalab.org/proteindocking/lzerd.
php. IDP-LZerD is available for download at http://www.kiharalab.org/proteindocking/idp_lzerd.tar.bz2.
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